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Summary
Donor insemination (DI) was shrouded in secrecy for many years. The majority of doctors recommended parents not to disclose their use of DI neither to their child nor to friends or family members. In the last two decades, this secrecy has increasingly been challenged. This article outlines the historical background and discusses the current legal and professional regulations. Furthermore, it summarizes scientific knowledge regarding the development of children conceived by DI and provides the reader with our current understanding of the implications of DI on family dynamics. It also illustrates the donors’ motivations and attitudes and concludes by highlighting the need for psychosocial counselling prior to treatment.

Historical Background
Treatment with donor sperm (also known as heterologous or donor insemination – DI) is likely to be one of the oldest methods of assisted reproductive technology. As early as in 1884, a woman was successfully treated with DI in the USA (Gregoire and Mayer 1965). However, from the beginning until the mid-20th century, DI was heavily criticized amongst professionals. Inseminating a woman with the semen of a man other than her husband was considered unnatural and immoral and professional organisations considered this to be incompatible with the ethics of their profession. Nevertheless, pioneers worldwide performed DI, albeit secretly. In Germany, it is assumed that until 1954, a total of 1000 children were conceived following DI. After this year, it is estimated that DI resulted in the birth of approx. 100 children per year (Katzorke 2008). However, critical voices in the post-war era did not cease. Many gynaecologists described DI as a perversion of thinking, feeling and acting. The German Society of Psychiatry and Psychology explained that the desire to become a mother without knowing or marrying the child’s father resulted, in most cases, from a substantial neurotic personality disorder. The lawyer Dölle was convinced that DI was a fundamental offense against marriage, paternity and family – values that a culture and its legal system were dependent upon. As a result of these strong concerns, the 62nd German Physician Conference declared DI to be a treatment that should not be carried out by medical professionals. However, in 1970, the 73rd German Physician Conference declared DI to be theoretically acceptable, but associated with so many problems that it could not possibly be recommended (for this historical overview see Katzorke 2008).

In the course of this liberalization, physicians in private practices and university clinics included DI in their programmes. However, as legal and professional guidelines were missing, many university clinics discontinued this treatment.

The unresolved legal situation and society’s critical opinion also resulted in doctors to perform DI in secrecy and to recommend couples to disclose their use of DI neither to their children nor to others. This secrecy was meant to protect all parties involved (Thorn and Daniels 2007):
• It was uncertain whether the child’s development and family dynamic, esp. the father-child relationship, may be impaired if the DI conception was known.
• Children as well as their parents were feared to be stigmatized if DI became known.
• Undergoing DI implies that the husband is infertile. The secrecy thus preserved the husband’s dignity, as infertility was often associated with a lack of masculinity.
• As the donor did not enjoy any legal protection, secrecy and anonymity were an indirect means to protect him from any legal repercussions.
• Last but not least, secrecy also protected the doctor’s reputation as he was offering a treatment frowned upon in public.

Keeping this treatment a secret was simple: The women fell pregnant and gave birth; the donor’s contribution was easy to disguise.

Current legal and professional regulations
Since 1970, DI has resulted in the birth of approx. 100,000 children. Initially, this number increased by approx. 1500 to 2000 births per year (Katzorke 2008). In 1993 however, intracytoplasmic sperm injection was introduced, a method that enabled men to father a child despite severe male infertility. Since then, the number of births by DI has remained at approx. 500 (Thorn and Daniels 2000) to 1000 (Katzorke 2008) per year. As there is no central register for DI, this data is based on estimations and extrapolations.
In 1986, the 56th German Legal Forum declared DI to be neither immoral nor illegal. As DI was not mentioned in the German Embryo Protection Act of 1990, a punitive law, it remained exempt from punishment and consequently permitted. However, against the recommendation of Germany’s former Minister of Justice Däubler-Gmelin (1986), the Embryo Protection Act was not implemented as long as the documents are destroyed after the period of registration (10 years until 2006, from 2006 onwards 30 years).

The first legal clarification was achieved with the implementation of a law that abolished the discrimination between children born to married and to de-facto couples. As a result of this change, treating de-facto couples was easier from a legal perspective. In 2002, a new act regulated the right to challenge paternity: if the woman and her male partner consent to DI, neither of the parents can contest paternity. The child is the only party that has the right to do so. Following the introduction of the European Tissue Guidelines (2006), the existing (model) guidelines of the Federal Medical Chamber (2006), of the AKDI (Hammel et al. 2006) as well as the Organ Transplant Act (2007) were updated. These (model) guidelines and the act determine that the information regarding the sperm donor and the recipient woman must be documented for a minimum of 30 years. Donors are assured of their anonymity, i.e. the intended parents are not informed about the donor’s identity and the donor himself does not receive any information on the recipient of his semen. The donor is informed that the child has the right to learn his identity once he/she has reached adulthood and voices interest in this information.

No further legal changes have been introduced. Therefore, the following aspects have yet to be resolved:
• In contrast to adopted children, there is no legislation for children conceived by DI granting them the right to access information about their biological genitor. Although this right was considered to be a vital privacy right by the Federal Constitutional Court (1989), it cannot be implemented as long as the documents are destroyed after the period of registration (10 years until 2006, from 2006 onwards 30 years).
• Adoption documents must be maintained for a minimum of 60 years. In order to adapt this regulation to the children conceived by DI, it is necessary to extend the period of documentation.
• Although the Federal Medical Chamber does not recommend the treatment of homosexual or single women, law does not prohibit it. However, the sperm donor is not sufficiently protected in such family constellations, as there is no man who consents to paternity. Even if the lesbian co-mother in a civil partnership can adopt the child after birth, until then there is a risk that the donor has legal responsibilities. In the case of single women, the donor has no protection.
• Independent of the family constellation, the child has the right to contest paternity. In order to protect the various family constellations and the sperm donor, it is necessary to implement a general exemption for the donor, as is already put into practice in Great Britain (HFEA 1990). In Great Britain, the child has the right to access the identity of the donor, however, no paternity responsibilities can be passed on to him.

When the AKDI was founded in 1995, guidelines for DI procedures were published. These were updated in 2006 and do not only regulate the period of documentation but also indications for treatment, medical requirements, the practical procedures as well as the medical examination of and information provided to donors (Hammel et al. 2006, see also: www.donogene-insemination.de). Likewise, the Federal Medical Chamber updated their (model) guidelines in 2006 that also include instructions on the DI procedures. According to these guidelines, DI or donor in vitro fertilization in married or de-facto heterosexual couples can be carried out without any reservations. However, homosexual and single women should be excluded from the treatment in order to provide all children with a stable relationship to both parents. Müller (2008) criticizes this exclusion. According to her, the Federal Medical Chambers that implemented these guidelines have neither legislative powers nor power to implement treatment restrictions, esp. as there is no legal restriction. According to Thorn and Wischmann (2008) the arguments of the Federal Medical Chamber also lack psychological justification. Research carried out in Anglo-Saxon countries has demonstrated that the psychological and social development of children conceived by DI living with a single mother or with two mothers do not differ from children growing up with mother and father (see below).
Current knowledge of the development of children and family dynamics

Many concerns have been raised regarding the psychological development of children conceived by DI. Split paternity, the deviation from the traditional family constellation and the contribution of an anonymous semen donor led to concerns about the child’s development and the family dynamics. As the method of conception was often kept a secret, it was difficult to carry out research (Golombok et al. 2004; Thorn and Daniels 2007). Even nowadays, research in this area is characterized by small sample sizes, a lack of long-term studies and distorted results as it is possible that respondents keen to participate in research were particularly distressed by their experiences. The following overview is thus based on data that has yet to be expanded.

Child development

First studies at the beginning of the 1980’s observed no adverse effects of DI treatment on the child’s physical development and found that the vast majority of parents continued to feel positive about the DI conception after their child’s birth (Amuzu et al. 1990; Clayton and Kovacs 1982; Leeton and Blackwell 1982). Towards the end of the 1990’s, several other studies were performed that explored the children’s psychosocial development. One of the most extensive study was the “European Study of Assisted Reproduction Families”. It compared 94 DI families to 102 families with children conceived spontaneously, 102 adoptive families and 102 IVF families in four European countries. Both the DI children and their families were studied in phase 1 aged 4 to 8 years (Golombok et al. 1996) and phase 2 aged 11 to 12 years (Golombok et al. 2002a). Their development was within the norm and the parent-child-relationships were stable. The results of the third phase of the study which was carried out at the age of 18 have not yet been published, but according to the director of the study, the children continue to develop normally (Golombok 2008).

However, when interpreting the results, a potential selection bias must be taken into consideration, as the response rate of DI families (47%) was significantly lower than in IVF or adoptive families (over 70%). Further investigations that examined children aged 9 to 12 months (Golombok et al. 2004) and 12 years (Golombok et al. 2002b) as well as a meta-analysis that evaluated data from 10 studies with children aged 0 to 11 years (Brewaeys 2001) support these observations and confirm that the social development of children conceived by DI does not differ from that of children conceived spontaneously. In some studies, the parent-child bond in families created by DI was found to be stronger than in families with children conceived spontaneously. However, it must be taken into account that in these studies, only a small proportion of the children growing up in heterosexual families were informed about their genetic origin. In conclusion, until puberty, the secrecy does not seem to have an adverse impact on the child’s development (Golombok 2002a, b).

Children growing up with lesbian or single mothers

As has been observed in other countries, an increasing number of lesbian couples and single women is likely to use DI in Germany (Thorn et al. 2008a). Because of the absence of a male partner or a second parent, these family constellations are particularly looked upon with scepticism. There are concerns that lesbian women are less maternal, thus children in these families may be affected in their emotional and gender development or may be stigmatized as a result of the unusual family constellation. However, research indicates that these family constellations have no negative impact on the development of DI children with regards to their gender development and the relationship to their parents. Also the concerns regarding an increased stigma resulting from living in a lesbian household have proven to be unfounded. Overall, the prejudices regarding these alternative family constellations are likely to be unjustified (Brewaeys 2001; Brewaeys et al. 2005; Golombok et al. 2003; Herrmann-Green 2006; Hunsfeld et al. 2002; Scheib et al. 2003, for an overview see Patterson and Hastings 2007). Several studies have also investigated single mother families. This distinct subgroup of women choose to become mothers by DI if they have a strong desire for a child but do not have or want a partner and, because of their advanced age, consider DI to be their only chance to have a child (Murray and Golombok 2005a). In a follow-up study, Murray and Golombok (2005a, b) compared 21 single mothers to 46 married couples with children conceived by DI. In the first phase of the study conducted when the children were one year old, the children’s socio-emotional development was within the norm. However, single mothers were observed to show less mother-child interaction and lower levels of sensitivity toward their infant than married mothers. This was attributed to the fact that the presence of a partner allowed the married mothers more time for their children, thus permitting more empathetic behaviour (Murray and Golombok 2005b, p. 1656). In the follow-up study one year later, these differences had levelled and the bond between mother and child of single mothers was as stable as that of married mothers. The authors ascribed these differences to the different study designs: In the second study, not the quantity of parent-child interaction but its quality was measured. These measures indicated no differences between single and married mothers. Landau and colleagues (2007) investigated 11 Israeli women who had conceived a child with the help of DI, some in addition with the help of donated oocytes due to their advanced age. The children included in this study were aged 1 to 6 years and their development...
was also within the normal range. In contrast to heterosexual parents, most lesbian or single mothers disclosed the conception to their children or intended to do so. Current knowledge thus suggests that concerns regarding this family constellation are unfounded. Nevertheless, more research, especially follow-up studies with older children will have to be carried out on this particular family constellation to expand our knowledge.

Disclosure to the child
Sharing the conception with the child remains a controversial issue, and especially medical professionals tend to recommend to parents to disclose this neither to their children nor to significant others (Katzorke 2008; Thorn and Daniels 2000). In the last two decades, however, the number of psychosocial professionals recommending disclosure has increased (e.g. Baran and Pannor 1989; Blyth 1999; Daniels and Taylor 1993; Haimes 1988; McWhinnie 2003; Thorn 2001). Currently, not only psychological aspects, but also medical, ethical and legal arguments support disclosure:

- Secrecy may affect family relationships negatively, i.e. it can disturb the balance between fairness and trust. Furthermore, secrets may be revealed unintentionally which can traumatize children (e.g. Imber-Black 1995; Karpel 1980; Papp 1995; Wiemann 2001).
- They can mislead or mystify the children. In the case of adoption, experts have pointed out for many years that early disclosure prevents a disruption of the child’s identity development (e.g. Haimes 1988; Kirk 1964; Triseliotis 2000; Wiemann 1994) and argue that this is likely to be similar for children conceived by DI (e.g. Baran and Pannor 1989; Haimes 1988; Feast 2003; McWhinnie 2003; Triseliotis 1993).
- In recent years, the increasing relevance of genetic knowledge has made medical ethicists criticize secrecy and question the donor’s anonymity (e.g. Cooper 1997; Greenslade 1998). Professional societies such as the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (2004) support identifiable donors so that offspring can access health information.
- Discussions concerning the welfare of the child have resulted in more and more countries to pass legislation granting offspring the right to access identifiable information on their donor (e.g. Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Great Britain). As a result of these legal changes, children conceived by gamete donation are granted the same rights as adopted children (for an international overview see: Blyth and Landau 2004).

For a number of years, personal stories and anecdotal evidence have illustrated that secrecy can negatively affect child development and family dynamics (e.g. Lorbach 1997; Stevens 2005). Several research projects have started to support this evidence. Turner and Coyle (2000) investigated a group of 16 offspring that had only learnt about their conception when adults. As a result of this late disclosure, many experienced a loss of trust to their parents and a disruption in their identity development. They also felt that they did not belong to their family and, most importantly, reported feelings of loss and grief as they did not have access to information on their donor’s identity and thus their biological background. Cordray (1999/2000) and Hewitt (2002), both conceived by DI, observed similar results in surveys examining their peers’ experiences. In addition, these particular studies as well as further research (Golombok et al. 1996; Schilling 1995) and anecdotal evidence (Lorbach 1997) suggests that some parents intend to keep the conception a secret from their children but inform others about it. In these cases, there is a risk of the child inadvertently learning about his/her conception. This is likely to traumatize the child and lead to a loss of trust to his/her parents: Not only did the children find out about their conception from others than their parents, outsiders - and not the children themselves – had this information.

In the last years, the number of heterosexual families intending to disclose the method of conception to their children has been increasing. Some parents argue that it is important to avoid the burden of a family secret and the risk of accidental disclosure, others regard it the information of one’s biological origin to be a fundamental right of every human being (e.g. Daniels et al. 2007; Golombok et al. 2004; Lalos et al. 2007). Several studies have found that early disclosure (typically at preschool age) is no burden for the children. On the contrary, it either had no or a positive effect on the parent-child-relationship (Gottlieb et al. 2000; Lycett et al. 2004; Rumball and Adair 1999; Scheib 2004; Vanfraussen et al. 2001). In contrast to prior assumptions, some studies also suggest that children can easily differentiate between the father and the donor’s role. Scheib and colleagues (2004) investigated 29 children in different family constellations (heterosexual, lesbian as well as single parents) aged 12 to 17 who knew about their conception. This study recruited families from an American sperm bank that exclusively accepts identifiable donors. Thus, all children had the possibility to access information on their genitor. All children had a positive attitude towards their donor and many were curious to learn more about him. Similar to another study (Kirkman et al. 2007), the donor was sometimes referred to as the “biological father” but only few saw him in the father’s role. More than 90% feared a rather lose or no relationship at all to him and wanted only occasional contact or communication via the clinic, but no personal contact. This indicates that early disclosure can result in children easily differentiating between the father or co-mother and their biological genitor and in considering the father or the co-mother to be the second parent. Similar to anecdotal evidence, (Lorbach 1997), the children participating in this study were interested in establishing contact to half-siblings, children conceived by the same donor.
In 2004, the first comparative study analyzed whether disclosure impacted on family dynamics. Lycett et al. (2004) compared 18 families that had informed their children or were intending to do so to 28 families that had decided to keep the DI a secret. The child’s development in both groups was described to be within the norm, but in families that intended to inform their children, the parent-child-relationships were more intensive and fewer conflicts were reported between mother and child. Furthermore, parents who had disclosed the mode of conception to their children considered themselves to be more confident than the control group. The European study (Golombok et al. 2002a) suggested similar dynamics: in families in which children were aware of their DI conception, the number of conflicts was smaller than in families that decided to keep the conception a secret. This suggests that the secrecy can have a subtle effect on family dynamics and that disclosure may increase parental confidence. Golombok and colleagues (2002a) therefore point out that contrary to the concerns of DI parents, disclosure does not necessarily have a negative impact on family dynamics but may in fact be beneficial.

For several years, young adults have been supporting openness. The American Cordray (1999/2000, p. 5) states: “It is not necessary to protect us from the truth. DI is not only a medical technology that enables infertile couples to become parents. It has lifelong impact on the children created. (...) first and foremost, we want our autonomy as adults to be respected, and we consider any information on our identity as our fundamental right. The secret is an abuse of power towards vulnerable people that are without a voice.” In Germany, young adults conceived by DI voice similar demands: they support the abolition of donor anonymity, speak out for keeping records for a minimum of at least 50 years, recommend donors to be protected from legal responsibilities and demand compulsory counselling of recipients and donors prior to medical treatment (www.spenderkinder.de).

While there is professional medical treatment by DI, there are also questionable sources on the internet (e.g. www.gofeminin.de, www.spermaspende.de) that allow women or couples to directly establish contact to men offering semen donation. However, in these cases, donors tend to be anonymous, making it impossible for the child to access information on the donor’s identity or establishing contact later in life.

The role of the donor
For a long time, little meaning was attributed to semen donors. In 1981, for example, it was recommended to regard semen as material of anonymous testes and to consider the donor to be nonexistent (Glezerman 1981, p.185). This attitude reflected the moral reservations, the association with masturbation and extramarital affairs as well as legal uncertainties (Daniels 1998). Until the end of the 1980s, there were many speculations concerning the donor’s motivations. In the first studies, the donors were mainly medical students who had a financial interest (e.g. Sauer et al. 1989). In the last decades, several studies examined the motivation of donors. In an international review, Daniels (1998) identified altruistic motives as well as a combination of financial and health-related reasons for donating semen. In a recent study performed on 63 donors living in Germany, the financial compensation (in Germany, semen donors receive 80 Euros per donation) was as important as the wish to help infertile couples conceive a child or to undergo a thorough fertility investigation (Thorn et al. 2008b). In addition, one third of the donors participating in this study favoured openness and supported parental disclosure. They did not only agree for unidentifiable information to be passed on to the children but were also willing to be contacted by the offspring once they were adults. One third was uncertain about the disclosure and one third opposed. Those donors who were against parental disclosure feared a negative impact on the child’s development as well as problems arising within the child’s family.
Interestingly, donors in this study had a rather liberal attitude as to which recipient groups they were willing to donate to: more than 50% were prepared to donate to lesbian as well as to single women. However, the study also indicates that the donors were inadequately informed about the legal implications. Some assumed that they had no legal responsibilities towards their offspring, independent of the recipient group. In addition, the study revealed that semen donors have the desire to be acknowledged as individuals. Many were interested in the outcome of their donation and regretted that clinics were not willing to provide this information.

Similar to the situation in other countries, a recent study carried out in Germany indicated that there was not only a lack of organ donors (Ärzteblatt 2008), but also a lack of semen donors. A survey revealed that five out of seven clinics had problems recruiting donors (Thorn et al., work in progress). In Great Britain, the number of donors has been reduced by 50% in the last 14 years (British Fertility Society 2008). It is unclear whether this development is similar in Germany as there is no nationwide register of semen donors. Great Britain is currently working on strategies on how to face this challenge. One approach of the British Fertility Society (2008) is to raise the number of offspring conceived per donor or implementing “sperm-sharing” analogously to “oocyte-sharing”. In “oocyte-sharing”, women undergoing assisted reproductive treatment for male-factor infertility can donate oocytes to other couples. Similarly, in “sperm-sharing”, men who are being treated as a result of their partner’s infertility could donate semen to other couples. Treatment costs for donating couples could be reduced as a form of compensation. Another challenge is overcoming the reluctance of men to donate semen. The challenging legal situation is likely to impact negatively on donor recruitment in Germany.

The importance of psychosocial counselling
As DI results in a family composition deviating from the norm, professionals recommend counselling prior to treatment, as is the case in adoption processes (e.g. Blood 2004; Mahlstedt and Greenfeld 1989; Thorn and Daniels 2003; Thorn 2006a). Couples themselves tend to be open to psychosocial counselling (Thorn and Daniels 2007), especially if the general framework (i.e. connected to the medical treatment, flexible timetable, professional competence) makes it easy to access. Counselling aims at providing intended parents with information, explain the implications arising from the use of DI and explore the impact of sperm donation on family dynamics. The decision to undergo DI treatment should be based on informed consent which includes taking into account the welfare of the child. Couples should be able to discuss any concerns and fears in order to be able to start medical treatment with confidence. The “Beratungsnetzwerk Kinderwunsch Deutschland e.V.” (Infertility Counselling Network Germany – BKiD) established guidelines for counselling in the area of gamete donation (Thorn and Wischmann 2008, see also: www.bkid.de/gs_leitlinien.pdf). According to these guidelines, counselling
- provides basic information regarding medical treatment and the legal implications of DI,
- acknowledges the efforts of the couples to have a child biologically related to both parents and supports mourning this loss,
- explores the attitudes towards biological and social parenthood,
- reflects the meanings of DI for relatives, especially other siblings and grandparents-to-be
- recommends early disclosure of the child and provides intended parents with suggestions for disclosure,
- clarifies the donor’s role for the parents and the offspring,
- explores individual topics, for instance defining the donor’s role in cases where the donor is known (e.g. brother of the father, friend of the parents),
- In addition, the donor himself is offered counselling in order to reflect his motivations and to ensure that donating semen does not result from economic hardship or emotional coercion, to explore the meaning of a child conceived with his semen and to explore if and how he can share his semen donation with significant others, especially his future family.

Furthermore, educational literature can support intended parents in the decision-making process (Thorn 2008) and the disclosure to the child (Thorn 2006b). DI has increasingly been discussed in the media, which helps to destigmatise it. Clinical experience of the author indicates that not only parents with younger children but also parents of
teenaged or adult children consider disclosing the method of conception and explore this during counselling. Avoiding an identity crisis and the prevention of a loss of trust within the family is one of the major aims when counselling these families. The increasing destigmatisation and the growing rate of disclosure are likely to result in more and more children voicing interest in contacting the semen donor. However, many children belonging to this first generation will not be able to access information on the donor’s identity, as in many cases, the documents are likely to be destroyed. Not only doctors performing DI, but also psychosocial professionals will be confronted with this matter. It will be their task to empathize with these patients and to constructively and realistically judge the possibilities for contacting the donor. If it is possible to establish a contact between donor and offspring, prior counselling should be carried out in order to explore the expectations of the child, the family as well as the donor. In addition, the counsellor should mediate the first contact, as it is common practice in the area of adoption.

Conclusion

• For a long time, semen donation was frowned upon and legislation providing legal clarity in this area was missing. This resulted in a taboo and stigma for this family composition.
• In the last years, changes in legislation and new guidelines have been implemented. Nevertheless, even nowadays, several aspects remain unclear, such as the child’s right to access identifiable information on the donor or the legal protection of the donor regarding their responsibilities towards the offspring.
• Current research indicates that the psychosocial development of children conceived by DI does not differ from children conceived spontaneously. The family composition (heterosexual, lesbian parents or single mothers) does not impact on the child’s development, either. However, long-term studies with larger samples have to confirm these findings.
• Parental disclosure has been a controversial issue. For a number of years, an increasing number of professionals have supported disclosure at an early age in order to prevent a negative impact on the child’s psychosocial development and family dynamics. Contradictory to former assumptions, studies now indicate that informing the child about his/her conception has a neutral or even positive influence on the parent-child relationship.
• Recent studies have investigated the donors’ attitude towards disclosure. Many support parental disclosure at an early age and are willing not only to donate to heterosexual couples but also to lesbian and single women.

• As DI results in a specific family composition deviating from the norm, psychosocial counselling prior to treatment is recommended. Semen donors should also be able to access counselling services.
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Donor insemination

**Question 1**
Why was donor insemination shrouded in secrecy for a long time?
- a. The potential consequences of this form of reproduction on a child’s development were unknown.
- b. For many years, donor insemination was prohibited.
- c. Associations recommended parents to keep the conception of their child a secret.
- d. The secrecy was necessary for legal reasons.
- e. The risk that the donors would attempt contacting their offspring was too high.

**Question 2**
How many children are currently conceived by donor insemination annually?
- a. 100 to 200
- b. 500 to 1000
- c. 1000 to 2000
- d. 2000 to 5000
- e. more than 5000

**Question 3**
Which of the following aspects are legally regulated?
- a. Similar to adoption documents, donor insemination records must be kept for a minimum of 60 years.
- b. All offspring are granted access to the donor’s identity.
- c. Heterosexual parents cannot contest paternity of the intended father if both agreed to carry out DI.
- d. In lesbian couples, the co-mother is automatically conferred parental rights.
- e. The semen donor is legally protected from paternal responsibilities, even if the recipient is a lesbian couple.

**Question 4**
The psychosocial development of children conceived by DI
- a. suggests that they have difficulties understanding the donor’s role,
- b. is dependent on whether they grow up with heterosexual or lesbian parents,
- c. is negatively affected,
- d. is within the norm,
- e. is better in comparison to the development of children conceived spontaneously.

**Question 5**
Children with lesbian or single mothers
- a. have an impaired gender development,
- b. suffer from the extraordinary family constellation,
- c. have strong fantasies about their donor,
- d. cope well with their family situation,
- e. are often stigmatized by others.

**Question 6**
Disclosure to the child is necessary because
- a. family secrets can be destructive,
- b. many couples have informed others about the treatment with donated semen, which may result in accidental disclosure,
- c. from a medical point of view, the information about a person’s origin and genetics has increasing relevance,
- d. the secret can signify a burden for the parents
- e. all answers are correct.

**Question 7**
Children who are aware of their conception by DI
- a. have the desire to establish a close and personal contact to the donor,
- b. find it difficult to differentiate between father or co-mother and the semen donor,
- c. do not suffer from this,
- d. do not indicate any interest in their half-siblings,
- e. refuse any contact to the donor.

**Question 8**
Offspring conceived by DI
- a. speak out for being informed about their conception,
- b. consider it to be their fundamental right to have access to the donor’s identity,
- c. regard the non-disclosure as a loss of autonomy,
- d. support changes in legislation,
- e. all answers are correct.
Question 9
Semen donors in Germany
a. are not willing to be contacted by the children conceived with their semen,
b. occasionally develop an interested in the outcome,
c. only donate for financial reasons,
d. are not willing to donate for other than married heterosexual couples,
e. do not support parental disclosure.

Question 10
Psychosocial counselling of intended parents prior to treatment is relevant in order to
a. assess that the couples are prepared for the DI,
b. provide them with information on donor insemination and explore the long-term implications arising from the use of DI,
c. ensure that parents disclose the type of conception to their children,
d. find a suitable donor,
e. discuss this problematic family situation.